When his beloved brother Peter committed suicide, psycho
therapist Dr. Joe Gallenberger met his overwhelming grief
with courage, and open-minded curiosity. Using tools
learned at The Monroe Institute, and affirming that 0love can

pierce any veil:' he was soon able to contact Peter on the
other side.Joe's experience on how to move through devas
tating loss in a transformational way, and what he learned
about the other side, were shared in Joe's acclaimed book,

Brothers Forever.
Heaven is for Healing envelops and expands upon this,
taking up the story twenty years later. He reveals Peter's two

decade journey on the other side, and how Peter, with the
most loving assistance, has progressed in healing from his
suicide and how he is moving into new options for a next life.
He explores the variety of ways suicides are helped to

recover and then continue their growth, depending upon
their condition when they arrive on the other side.
Joe also shares how this family crisis challenged him over
these twenty years. He describes his own struggles with

depression, and of how he rose from grief and made it his
life's work to help other people live their lives to their fullest
potential. He shares the tools he has created to move people
from sadness and limitation into abundance and joy.
DR.JOE GALLEN BERGER is a clinical psychologist with 30 years

experience. He is in demand internationally as a psychokinesis

and manifestation workshop provider. He is a senior trainer at
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The Monroe Institute and created its highly successful MC pro

gram. He developed SyncCreation '": a Home Study Course in
Manifestation and has taught over 80 Inner Vegas Adventure™
workshops. His books Inner Vegas: Creating Miracles, Abun
dance and Health and Liquid Luck: The Good Fortune Handbook
received rave reviews.
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